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(R4) 15:20 NEWBURY, 1m 4f 

Sipp Wine Handicap (Class 5) (4YO plus)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (16) 39264-0 RAKE'S PROGRESS 20 C 
b g Sir Percy - Cartoon

5 9 - 10 R Havlin
Mrs H Main

77

Jockey Colours: Orange, dark blue star and sleeves
Timeform says: Several decent efforts in defeat last year, including when second off this
mark at Newmarket in August. In need of the run when last of 11 on return Haydock (10.4f,
heavy) and claims if on-song.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

2 (10) 45/0-590 GAWDAWPALIN (IRE) 55 D 
b g Holy Roman Emperor - Dirtybirdie

6 9 - 7t Gary Mahon (3)
S Kirk

74

Jockey Colours: Maroon, white seams, halved sleeves, maroon and white hooped cap
Timeform says: Would be thrown in off this mark if able to reproduce something akin to
2017 form, but efforts on AW since returning from a 13-month layoff in December have been
uninspiring.  (Forecast 41.00)

Notes: 

3 (9) 15000/0- WINTER LION (IRE) 250 
ch g Galileo - Hill Of Snow

9 9 - 7 Liam Jones
J G M O'Shea

74

Jockey Colours: Black, beige chevron and armlets
Timeform says: Winner over fences at Cheltenham last spring, but his last 4 outings in this
sphere, spread out across the last 2 years, have resulted in heavy defeats. Debut for new
yard.  (Forecast 67.00)

Notes: 

4 (12) 52-8 HORATIO STAR 18 
b g Mount Nelson - Star Entry

4 9 - 7 Callum Shepherd
B J Meehan

74

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap
Timeform says: Showed ability in maidens at Sandown and Catterick last term, and wasn't
entirely disgraced on recent reappearance at Windsor (1¼m, good to firm). Improvement
needed now pitched into a handicap.  (Forecast 23.00)

Notes: 

5 (4) 2194-71 CARP KID (IRE) 14 D 
b g Lope De Vega - Homegrown

4 9 - 7p Finley Marsh (3)
J L Flint

74

Jockey Colours: Purple, pink stars, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple stars
Timeform says: Returned to form back from a break at Chepstow (1½m, good to firm) a
fortnight ago. landing a 10-runner handicap in decisive fashion. 5 lb rise hardly draconian and
another bold show anticipated.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

6 (8) 748388/ NAVAJO WAR DANCE 684 (41J) 
br g Makfi - Navajo Rainbow

6 9 - 6 Charles Bishop
Ali Stronge

73

Jockey Colours: White, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, royal blue star
Timeform says: Well beaten on latest start in this sphere back in July 2017 and, though
placed a few times over hurdles in the interim, it's easy enough to look elsewhere.
(Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

7 (1) 25752-9 GIVE HIM TIME 13 
b g Kalanisi - Delayed

8 9 - 5p R Winston
N J Gifford

72

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink sash, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, pink spots
Timeform says: Went close on first run following wind surgery at Lingfield (1½m, AW) in
December. However, little impact on recent return at Goodwood and now tries cheekpieces
for the first time in this sphere.  (Forecast 29.00)

Notes: 
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8 (13) 79/5212- ENCRYPTION (IRE) 183 BF 
b g High Chaparral - Challow Hills

4 9 - 5 J P Spencer
D M Simcock

72

Jockey Colours: White, red epaulets, red sleeves, white armlets
Timeform says: Improved up in trip/switched to handicaps for new yard last year, off the
mark over 11.5f at Yarmouth in August and runner-up at Kempton (2m) when last seen in
November. One to consider.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

9 (2) 7456-5 FOLLOW INTELLO (IRE) 18 
b g Intello - Sauvage

4 9 - 4 Jim Crowley
C F Wall

71

Jockey Colours: Terracotta, black cap
Timeform says: Failed to trouble the judge in handful of runs last year, but shaped well
without being knocked about when fifth in 9-runner Windsor handicap (1¼m, good to firm) on
return. Remains with potential.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

10 (7) 45/26-30 CONSULTANT 14 BF 
b g Kodiac - Mary Goodnight

4 9 - 3 David Probert
A M Balding

70

Jockey Colours: Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Lightly-raced 4-y-o who made an encouraging start to the season when
third at Doncaster in March. Ran no sort of a race in Chepstow handicap won by Carp Kid
next time, but that was too bad to be true.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

11 (5) 232276- SUFI 198 
ch g Pivotal - Basanti

5 9 - 3 C O'Donoghue
K O Cunningham-
Brown

70

Jockey Colours: Red, black diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamonds on cap
Timeform says: Thereabouts on a number of occasions in 2018, including when runner-up
off 2 lb higher at Salisbury in August. Below par final 2 starts of last season, though, and
record stands at 0-18.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

12 (6) 776711- BRANCASTER (IRE) 231 D 
ch g Casamento - Makheelah

5 9 - 1 David Egan
D R C Elsworth

68

Jockey Colours: Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, red star
Timeform says: Signed off last season on a high, landing a couple of Haydock handicaps at
around this trip. Has low mileage for a horse of his age and no surprise if there's better to
come this year.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

13
(15)

74927-1 BUCKLAND BOY (IRE) 18 D 
b g Bated Breath - Rancho Montoya

4 9 - 1p S Donohoe
Charlie Fellowes

68

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, light blue chevron, hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Looked one to keep on the right side of when opening his account on return
at Thirsk (1½m, good to firm) 18 days ago. 3 lb rise looks very fair indeed and he's high on
the shortlist.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

14
(11)

116-780 OUTOFTHEQUESTION 17 C 
b g Delegator - Why Dubai

5 9 - 0p1 Jason Watson
A King

67

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, royal blue
cap
Timeform says: Back-to-back winner here last summer, but it's been all downhill since, both
in this sphere and over hurdles. Hopes pinned on first-time cheekpieces sparking a revival.

 (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

15 (3) 0347/4-6 HARMONISE 13 
b m Sakhee's Secret - Composing

5 8 - 13 Hector Crouch
Miss S West

66

Jockey Colours: Light blue, maroon spots, maroon sleeves, light blue spots
Timeform says: Struggled over hurdles following Plumpton novice success early last year,
but fared better when sixth of 13 back in this sphere at Goodwood recently and she's in with
an each-way shout.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 
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16
(14)

16074-0 THE SECRETS OUT 32 
bl g Sakhee's Secret - Brooksby

5 8 - 7 N Mackay
L A Dace

60

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue hoops and armlets, dark blue and white hooped cap
Timeform says: Successful twice over 1¾m last season and should strip fitter following low-
key reappearance at Windsor (11.4f, good). Will be a danger to all if back to his best.
(Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: While this is by no means a two-horse race, BUCKLAND BOY and Carp Kid
could be the pair to concentrate on following career-best victories at Chepstow and Thirsk respectively.
Preference is for the former, who has fewer miles on the clock than John Flint's charge. Encryption, the
hat-trick seeking Brancaster and Follow Intello, whose best days are surely ahead of him, are others
with claims.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: BUCKLAND BOY (13) 
2: CARP KID (5) 
3: ENCRYPTION (8)


